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Abstract
A central question in quantum information theory and computational complexity is how powerful non-
local strategies are in cooperative games with imperfect information, such as multi-prover interactive proof
systems. This paper develops a new method for proving limits of nonlocal strategies that make use of prior
entanglement among players (or, provers, in the terminology of multi-prover interactive proofs). Instead of
proving the limits for usual isolated provers who initially share entanglement, this paper proves the limits for
“commuting-operator provers”, who share private space, but can apply only such operators that are commuta-
tive with any operator applied by other provers. Obviously, these commuting-operator provers are at least as
powerful as usual isolated but prior-entangled provers, and thus, limits in the model with commuting-operator
provers immediately give limits in the usual model with prior-entangled provers. Using this method, we obtain
an n-party generalization of the Tsirelson bound for the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt inequality, for every
n. Our bounds are tight in the sense that, in every n-party case, the equality is achievable by a usual nonlocal
strategy with prior entanglement. We also apply our method to a three-prover one-round binary interactive
proof system for NEXP. Combined with the technique developed by Kempe, Kobayashi, Matsumoto, Toner
and Vidick to analyze the soundness of the proof system, it is proved to be NP-hard to distinguish whether
the entangled value of a three-prover one-round binary-answer game is equal to one or at most 1 − 1/p(n)
for some polynomial p, where n is the number of questions. This is in contrast to the two-prover one-round
binary-answer case, where the corresponding problem is efficiently decidable. Alternatively, NEXP has a
three-prover one-round binary interactive proof system with perfect completeness and soundness 1 − 2−poly.
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1 Introduction
Nonlocality of multi-party systems is one of the central issues in quantum information theory. This can be
naturally expressed within the framework of nonlocal games [6], which are cooperative games with imperfect
information. Because of this, the nonlocality also has a strong connection with computational complexity theory,
in particular with multi-prover interactive proof systems [3]. In nonlocal games, the main interests are whether
or not the value of a game changes when parties use nonlocal strategies that make use of prior entanglement,
and if it changes, how powerful such nonlocal strategies can be. In multi-prover interactive proof systems, these
correspond to the questions if dishonest but prior-entangled provers can break the original soundness condition
of the system that is assured for any dishonest classical provers, and if so, how much amount they can deviate
from the original soundness condition.
1.1 Our contribution
The main contribution of this paper is to develop a new method for proving limits of nonlocal strategies that make
use of prior entanglement among players (or, provers, in the terminology of multi-prover interactive proofs —
this paper uses “player” and “prover” interchangeably). Specifically, we consider commuting-operator provers,
the notion of which was already introduced in the seminal paper by Tsirelson [16]. In contrast to usual provers
for multi-prover interactive proofs, commuting-operator provers are no longer isolated, and share a private space
corresponding to a Hilbert space H . Initially, they have some state |ϕ〉 ∈ H , and when the kth prover Pk receives
a question i, he applies some predetermined operation A(k)i acting over H . The only constraint for the provers
is that operators A(k)i and A
(l)
j of different provers Pk and Pl always commute for any questions i and j. It is
obvious from this definition that these commuting-operator provers are at least as powerful as usual isolated but
prior-entangled provers, and thus, limits in the model with commuting-operator provers immediately give limits
in the usual model with prior-entangled provers. Using these commuting-operator provers, or more precisely,
making intensive use of the commutative properties of operators, we obtain a number of intriguing results on the
limits of nonlocal strategies.
We first show a tight bound of the strategies of commuting-operator players for the generalized n × n Magic
Square game played by n players. This bound is naturally interpreted as an n-party generalization of the Tsirelson
bound for the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality, and thus, we essentially obtain a family of
generalized Tsirelson-type inequalities, as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let X(i)j be ±1-valued observables on H for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ n where X(i)j and X(i
′)
j′
commute if i , i′ (∀1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ n). Let M j = ∏n−1i=0 X(i)j and Nk = ∏n−1i=0 X(i)k−i be observables for 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n,
where the subscript k − i is interpreted under modulo n. Then,
n∑
j=1
〈M j〉 +
n−1∑
k=1
〈Nk〉 − 〈Nn〉 ≤ 2n cos pi2n , (1)
where 〈·〉 denotes expected value.
In particular, for n = 2, our inequality is identical to the Tsirelson bound for the CHSH inequality. For n = 3,
we have the following corollary, which was originally proved with a different proof in a preliminary work by a
subset of the authors (Sun, Yao and Preda [15]).
Corollary 2. Let X(i)j be ±1-valued observables on H for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 where X(i)j and X(i
′)
j′ commute if i , i′
(∀1 ≤ j, j′ ≤ 3). Then,
〈X(1)1 X
(2)
1 X
(3)
1 〉 + 〈X
(1)
2 X
(2)
2 X
(3)
2 〉 + 〈X
(1)
3 X
(2)
3 X
(3)
3 〉 + 〈X
(1)
1 X
(2)
3 X
(3)
2 〉 + 〈X
(1)
2 X
(2)
1 X
(3)
3 〉 − 〈X
(1)
3 X
(2)
2 X
(3)
1 〉 ≤ 3
√
3.
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Theorem 1 includes the inequalities proved by Wehner [18] as special cases — our proof is completely
different from hers. It is stressed that the inequalities in Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 are tight even in the usual
nonlocal model with prior entanglement, a simple proof of which is also given in this paper.
In terms of Magic Square games, Theorem 1 implies the following.
Corollary 3. For every n ≥ 2, the maximum winning probability in the n-player Magic Square game both for
commuting-operator players and for usual prior-entangled players is equal to (1 + cos pi2n )/2.
Next we prove the limits of the strategies of commuting-operator provers for three-prover one-round in-
teractive proof systems for NP and NEXP. The proof system makes use of three-query non-adaptive prob-
abilistically checkable proof (PCP) systems with perfect completeness due to Håstad [10]. Because of the
commutative properties of operators each prover applies, it is quite easy to apply the technique developed by
Kempe, Kobayashi, Matsumoto, Toner, and Vidick [11] when analyzing the soundness accepting probability of
our system. With this analysis, we show that it is NP-hard to compute the value of a three-player one-round
binary-answer game with entangled players, which improves the original result in Ref. [11] where a ternary
answer from each prover was needed for the NP-hardness. In fact, we show that it is NP-hard even to decide if
the value of a three-player one-round binary-answer game is one or not. In sharp contrast to this, the result by
Cleve, Høyer, Toner and Watrous [6] implies that the corresponding decision problem is in P in the case with
a two-player one-round binary-answer game. Alternatively, we show that any language in NEXP has a three-
prover one-round binary interactive proof system of perfect completeness with soundness 1−2poly, whereas only
languages in EXP have such proof systems in the two-prover one-round binary case.
More precisely, let naPCPc(n),s(n)(r(n), q(n)) be the class of languages recognized by a probabilistically check-
able proof system with completeness and soundness acceptance probabilities c(n) and s(n) such that the verifier
uses r(n) random bits and makes q(n) non-adaptive queries, and let MIP∗c(n),s(n)(m, 1) be the class of languages
recognized by a classical m-prover one-round interactive proof system with entangled provers with completeness
and soundness acceptance probabilities c(n) and s(n). Our main technical theorem is stated as follows.
Theorem 4. naPCP1,s(n)(r(n), 3) ⊆ MIP∗1,1−ε(n)(3, 1), where ε(n) = (1/384)(1 − s(n))2 · 2−2r(n). In this interactive
proof system, the verifier uses r(n) + O(1) random bits, each prover answers one bit, and honest provers do not
need to share prior entanglement. Moreover, the soundness of the interactive proof system holds also against
commuting-operator provers.
By applying Theorem 4 to well-known inclusions NP ⊆ ⋃c>0 naPCP1,1−1/nc (c log n, 3) and NEXP ⊆⋃
c>0 naPCP1,1−2−cn(nc, 3), which come from the NP-completeness of the 3SAT problem and the NEXP-
completeness of the succinct version of 3SAT (see e.g. Ref. [7]), we obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 5. There exists a polynomially bounded function p : Z≥0 → N such that, given a classical three-player
one-round binary-answer game with n questions with entangled (or commuting-operator) players, it is NP-hard
to decide whether the value of the game is one or at most 1 − p(n). Here a game is given as a description of a
probability distribution over three-tuples of questions and a table showing whether the answers are accepted or
not for each tuple of questions and each tuple of answers.
Corollary 6. NP ⊆ MIP∗1,1−1/poly(3, 1) and NEXP ⊆ MIP∗1,1−2−poly(3, 1), where the verifier uses O(log n) (resp.
poly(n)) random bits, each prover answers one bit, and honest provers do not need to share prior entanglement.
In contrast to Corollaries 5 and 6, the following result in the two-prover case is immediate from the result by
Cleve, Høyer, Toner and Watrous [6, Theorem 5.12].
Theorem 7. (i) Given a classical two-player one-round binary-answer game with entangled players, the prob-
lem of deciding whether the value of the game is equal to one or not is in P.
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(ii) Only languages in EXP have two-prover one-round binary interactive proof systems with entangled provers
of perfect completeness and soundness acceptance probability 1 − 2−poly.
An important consequence of Tsirelson’s theorem [16] is that, using semidefinite programming, it is easy
to compute the maximum winning probability of a so-called two-player one-round XOR game with entangled
players, which is a two-player one-round binary-answer game with entangled players in which the result of the
game only depends on the XOR of the answers from the players. Corollary 5 shows that this is not the case if
we consider three players and we drop the XOR condition of the game unless P = NP.
1.2 Background
Multi-prover interactive proof systems (MIPs) were proposed by Ben-Or, Goldwasser, Kilian and Wigderson [3].
It was proved by Babai, Fortnow and Lund [1] that the power of MIPs is exactly equal to NEXP. Subsequently,
it was shown that they still achieve NEXP even in the most restrictive setting of two-prover one-round interactive
proof systems [8]. One of the main tools when proving these claims is the oracularization [3, 9], which forces
provers to act just like fixed proof strings.
Cleve, Høyer, Toner and Watrous [6] proved many examples of two-player games where the existence of
entanglement increases winning probabilities, including the Magic Square game, which is an example of break-
age of the oracularization paradigm under the existence of entanglement. They also proved that two-prover
one-round XOR proof systems, or the proof systems where each prover’s answer is one bit long and the verifier
depends only on the XOR of the answers, recognize NEXP without prior entanglement but at most EXP with
prior entanglement.
Kobayashi and Matsumoto [12] showed that multi-prover interactive proof systems with provers sharing
at most polynomially many prior-entangled qubits can recognize languages only in NEXP (even if we allow
quantum messages between the verifier and each prover). On the other hand, if provers are allowed to share
arbitrary many prior-entangled qubits, very little were known about the power of multi-prover interactive proof
systems except for the case of XOR proof systems. Very recently, Kempe, Kobayashi, Matsumoto, Toner and
Vidick [11] showed that NP ⊆ MIP∗1,1−1/poly(3, 1) and NEXP ⊆ MIP∗1,1−2−poly (3, 1). Cleve, Gavinsky and Jain [5]
proved that NP ⊆ ⊕MIP∗1−ε,1/2+ε(2, 1), where ⊕MIP∗c(n),s(n)(2, 1) is the class of languages recognized by a two-
prover one-round XOR interactive proof system with entangled provers.
The only known relation between the model with commuting-operator provers and the one with usual iso-
lated entangled provers is that they are equivalent in the two-prover one-round setting that involves only finite-
dimensional Hilbert spaces [16, 17].
1.3 Organization of the paper
Section 2 gives definitions on MIP systems used in later sections. Section 3 introduces the commuting-operator-
provers model which we will use later and states some basic facts on it. Section 4 discusses the n-player general-
ization of Tsirelson’s bound based on the n × n Magic Square game. Section 5 treats the three-prover one-round
binary interactive proof system for NEXP and compares it with the two-prover case.
2 Preliminaries
We assume basic knowledge about quantum computation, interactive proofs and probabilistically checkable
proofs. Readers are referred to textbooks on quantum computation (e.g. Nielsen and Chuang [13]) and on
computational complexity (e.g. Du and Ko [7]). Here we review basic notions of multi-prover interactive proof
systems that are necessary to define commuting-operator model in Section 3.
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A multi-prover interactive proof system can be best viewed as a sequence of cooperative games indexed by
input string.
An m-player cooperative one-round game (simply an m-player game in this paper) is a pair G = (pi,V) of
a probability distribution pi over Qm and a predicate V : Qm × Am → {0, 1}, where Q and A are finite sets. As
a convention, we denote V(q1, . . . , qm, a1, . . . , am) by V(a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm). In this game, a referee decides
whether the players win or lose according to a predetermined rule as follows. The referee chooses questions
q1, . . . , qm according to the distribution pi and sends the question qi to the ith player. The ith player sends back an
answer ai ∈ A, and the referee collects the answers a1, . . . , am. The players win if V(a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm) = 1
and lose otherwise. In this paper, we often refer to players as “provers” for better correspondence to multi-prover
interactive proof systems.
A behavior or a no-signaling strategy for G is a function S : Qm × Am → [0, 1] with normalization and
no-signaling conditions. Like V , we denote S (q1, . . . , qm, a1, . . . , am) by S (a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm), and it
corresponds to the probability with which the m players answer a1, . . . , am under the condition that the ques-
tions sent to the players are q1, . . . , qm. The normalization condition requires that for all q1, . . . , qm ∈ Q,∑
a1,...,am∈A S (a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm) = 1. The no-signaling condition requires that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m, any
q1, . . . , qi−1, qi+1, . . . , qm ∈ Q and any a1, . . . , ai−1, ai+1, . . . , am ∈ A, the sum ∑ai∈A S (a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm)
does not depend on the choice of qi ∈ Q. The winning probability w(S ) of the strategy S is given by
w(S ) =
∑
q1 ,...,qm∈Q
pi(q1, . . . , qm)
∑
a1 ,...,am∈A
S (a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm)V(a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm).
A behavior is said to be classical (resp. entangled) if it is realized by a classical (resp. entangled) strategy.
In a classical (resp. entangled) strategy, m computationally unlimited players share a random source (resp. a
quantum state), and each of them decides his/her answer according to his/her question and the shared random
source (resp. state). It is well-known that for any classical strategy, there exists an equivalent classical strategy
without shared random source. Also for any entangled strategy, there exists an equivalent entangled strategy
where the players share a pure state and their measurements are projective.
The classical (resp. entangled, no-signaling) value of G, denoted by wc(G) (resp. wq(G), wns(G)), is the
supremum of the winning probabilities over all classical (resp. entangled, no-signaling) behaviors for G. Clearly
we have 0 ≤ wc(G) ≤ wq(G) ≤ wns(G) ≤ 1. The classical and no-signaling values of G can be attained for all
games G, but it is not known whether the entangled value of G can be attained for all games G.
An m-prover one-round interactive proof system is a pair (Mpi, MV) of two Turing machines. A probabilistic
Turing machine Mpi is given an input string x and outputs m questions q1, . . . , qm. A deterministic Turing machine
MV is given an input x and 2m strings q1, . . . , qm, a1, . . . , am, and outputs 0 or 1. Both Mpi and MV must run in
time polynomial in |x|. This system naturally defines an m-player game Gx for each input string x.
Let c, s : Z≥0 → [0, 1]. An m-prover one-round interactive proof system is said to have completeness ac-
ceptance probability c(n) for a language L for classical (resp. entangled) provers when wc(Gx) ≥ c(|x|) (resp.
wq(Gx) ≥ c(|x|)) for all x ∈ L. Similarly, it is said to have soundness acceptance probability s(n) for a language
L for classical (resp. entangled) provers when wc(Gx) ≤ s(|x|) (resp. wq(Gx) ≤ s(|x|)) for all x < L.
Let MIP∗c(n),s(n)(m, 1) denote the class of languages having m-prover one-round interactive proof systems with
completeness and soundness acceptance probabilities c(n) and s(n) for entangled provers.
Let naPCPc(n),s(n)(r(n), q(n)) denote the class of languages having PCP systems with completeness and sound-
ness acceptance probabilities c(n) and s(n) where the verifier reads q(n) bits in a proof non-adaptively using r(n)
random bits.
Håstad [10] gave the following characterizations of NP and NEXP.
Theorem 8 (Håstad [10]). For any constant 3/4 < s < 1, NP = ⋃c>0 naPCP1,s(c log n, 3) and NEXP =⋃
p∈poly naPCP1,s(p, 3).
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It is noted that applying Theorem 4 to the PCP systems in Theorem 8 gives a slightly better soundness in
Corollaries 5 and 6 (but polynomials remain polynomials). This is not a significant improvement by itself, but
if the soundness bound in Theorem 4 can be improved, then applying it to Theorem 8 will become necessary to
obtain a better result on entangled provers.
3 Commuting-operator provers
3.1 Definition and basic properties
Here we define a class of strategies called commuting-operator strategies, which are a generalization of entangled
strategies. All the upper bounds of the entangled values of games proved in this paper are actually valid even
for this class. A commuting-operator strategy is a tuple (H , ρ,M(i)q ) of a Hilbert space H , a quantum state ρ
in H , and a family of POVMs M(i)q = (M(i)q,a)a∈A on the whole space H for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, q ∈ Q such that M(i)q,a
and M(i
′)
q′,a′ commute whenever i , i
′: [M(i)q,a, M(i
′)
q′,a′] = M
(i)
q,aM
(i′)
q′,a′ − M(i
′)
q′,a′ M
(i)
q,a = 0. In this strategy, m players
share a quantum state ρ, and player i measures the state ρ with M(i)qi depending on the query qi sent to him/her.
Then the joint probability of the answers a1, . . . , am under the condition that the questions are q1, . . . , qm is given
by S (a1, . . . , am | q1, . . . , qm) = tr ρM(1)q1,a1 · · · M(m)qm,am . Such a behavior S induced by a commuting-operator
strategy is called a commuting-operator behavior, and the commuting-operator value wcom(G) of a game G is
the supremum of the winning probabilities over all commuting-operator behaviors for G.
An entangled strategy in the usual sense with Hilbert spaces H1, . . . ,Hm is a special case of commuting-
operator strategies with Hilbert spaces H = H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hm, since for i , i′, POVMs on Hi and POVMs on
Hi′ commute element-wise when they are viewed as POVMs on H . This implies that 0 ≤ wc(G) ≤ wq(G) ≤
wcom(G) ≤ wns(G) ≤ 1.
For the special cases of two-player binary-answer games where the referee decides the result of the game de-
pending only on the queries and the XOR of the answers from the two players, the optimal strategy for entangled
players and the maximum acceptance probability is given by optimizing certain inner products among vec-
tors [16], and the entangled value of the game can be computed efficiently by using semidefinite programming.
Tsirelson [16] also proved that this value does not change if we replace the entangled players by commuting-
operator players. Tsirelson [17] generalized the equivalence of the two models to the case of two players where
the dimension of the quantum state shared by the players is finite. However, it is not known whether this equiv-
alence holds for general two-player binary-answer games.
If the outcomes of measurements are real numbers, then the expected values of the product of the outcomes
of M(i)qi for i ∈ P ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} is tr ρ
∏
i∈P X
(i)
qi with observables X(i) =
∑
a∈A aM
(i)
q,a.
The following simple observation relates the commutativity of observables and unentangled players.
Lemma 9. If there is a commuting-operator strategy in a game G with acceptance probability w where all POVM
operators M(i)q,a commute, then wc(G) ≥ w.
Proof. Intuitively, the lemma holds since one can measure all the POVMs M(i)q simultaneously because of com-
mutativity. Details follow.
Let a(i)q ∈ A for 1 ≤ i ≤ m and q ∈ Q, and let a = (a(1)1 , . . . , a(1)|Q|, a
(2)
1 , . . . , a
(2)
|Q|, . . . , a
(m)
1 , . . . , a
(m)
|Q| ). We define a
linear operator
M(a) =
m∏
i=1
∏
q∈Q
M(i)
q,a(i)q
.
By commutativity of the observables, M(a) is Hermitian and nonnegative definite for any a, and ∑a M(a) = I.
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We construct a classical strategy with acceptance probability w. The players share a(1)1 , . . . , a
(1)
|Q|, . . . ,
a
(m)
1 , . . . , a
(m)
|Q| ∈ A with probability 〈ψ|M(a)|ψ〉. The ith player answers a
(i)
q when asked query q. By simple
calculation, the probability distribution of the answers conditioned on arbitrary set of m queries in the classical
strategy is exactly equal to that in the original commuting-operator strategy. 
Like entangled strategies, for any commuting-operator strategy, there exists an equivalent commuting-
operator strategy with a pure shared quantum state and projection-valued measures (PVMs).
3.2 Symmetrization
Here we prove that we can assume the players’ optimal strategy is symmetric under any permutations of the
players. A precise definition of the symmetry of a commuting-operator strategy follows.
Let G = (pi,V) be an m-player game. G is said to be symmetric if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) pi is symmetric: pi(qσ(1), . . . , qσ(m)) = pi(q1, . . . , qm) for any permutation σ ∈ Sm.
(ii) V is symmetric under permutations of players: V(aσ(1), . . . , aσ(m) | qσ(1), . . . , qσ(m)) = V(a1, . . . , am |
q1, . . . , qm) for any permutation σ ∈ Sm.
Now we define the symmetry of a commuting-operator strategy. Let H be the Hilbert space shared by the
players, let |Ψ〉 ∈ H be the state shared by the players, and let M(i)q = (M(i)q,a)a∈A be the A-valued PVM measured
by the player i when asked the question q. The strategy is symmetric if there exists a unitary representation Φ of
the symmetric group Sm in H such that Φ(σ)|Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉 and Φ(σ−1)M(σ(i))q,a Φ(σ)|ϕ〉 = M(i)q,a|ϕ〉 for any permutation
σ ∈ Sm and any state |ϕ〉 ∈ H .
This definition is a natural extension of the usual definition of symmetric entangled strategy in the following
sense: consider an entangled strategy on a Hilbert space H = K⊗m, that is, |Ψ〉 ∈ K⊗n is a state shared by
the players and M(i)q,a = I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I ⊗ M′(i)q,a ⊗ I ⊗ · · · ⊗ I only acts on the ith tensor factor of H . This strategy
is symmetric as a commuting-operator strategy with respect to the representation Φ of Sm in H defined by
Φ(σ)(|ϕ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕm〉) = |ϕσ−1(1)〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕσ−1(m)〉 if and only if M′(1)q = · · · = M′(m)q for all q ∈ Q.
Lemma 10. In an m-player one-round symmetric game, if there exists a commuting-operator strategy achiev-
ing winning probability p, then there also exists a symmetric commuting-operator strategy achieving the same
winning probability p.
Proof. The lemma can be proved by constructing a symmetric strategy by averaging over all the permutations
on provers. Detail follow.
Let (H , |Ψ〉,M(i)q ) be a (not necessarily symmetric) commuting-operator strategy achieving acceptance prob-
ability p. Note that for any permutation τ ∈ Sm, the strategy (H , |Ψ〉,M(τ(i))q ) also achieves the same probability
p because of the symmetry of the game.
We construct a symmetric strategy (K , |Ψ′〉,N (i)q ) from the strategy (H , |Ψ〉,M(i)q ). Let K = H ⊗ Cm!. We
regard {|τ〉 | τ ∈ Sm} as an orthonormal basis of Cm!. We define a unitary representation Φ of the symmetric
group Sm in K as Φ(σ)(|ϕ〉 ⊗ |τ〉) = |ϕ〉 ⊗ |τσ−1〉. Now we define |Ψ′〉 ∈ K by
|Ψ′〉 = |Ψ〉 ⊗ 1√
m!
∑
τ∈Sm
|τ〉.
The player i in the constructed symmetric strategy measures the Cm!-part of the state, and acts just like the
player τ(i) in the original strategy:
N(i)q,a =
∑
τ∈Sm
M(τ(i))q,a ⊗ |τ〉〈τ|.
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This strategy is a commuting-operator strategy since, for i , i′,[
N(i)q,a,N
(i′)
q′,a′
]
=
∑
τ∈Sm
[
M(τ(i))q,a , M
(τ(i′))
q′,a′
]
⊗ |τ〉〈τ| = 0.
The symmetry of the strategy is verified as follows:
Φ(σ)|Ψ′〉 = |Ψ〉 ⊗ 1√
m!
∑
τ∈Sm
|τσ−1〉 = |Ψ′〉
and
Φ(σ−1)N(σ(i))q,a Φ(σ)(|ϕ〉 ⊗ |τ〉) = Φ(σ−1)N(σ(i))q,a
(
|ϕ〉 ⊗ |τσ−1〉
)
= Φ(σ−1)
(
M(τ(i))q,a |ϕ〉 ⊗ |τσ−1〉
)
= M(τ(i))q,a |ϕ〉 ⊗ |τ〉
= N(i)q,a(|ϕ〉 ⊗ |τ〉).
In the constructed strategy, if measurement of the Cm!-part of the shared state results in τ ∈ Sm, the players just
follow the strategy (H , |Ψ〉,M(τ(i))q ), and therefore the strategy achieves winning probability p. 
4 n-party generalization of Tsirelson’s bound based on n × n Magic Square
4.1 Definitions and basic facts
We define an n-player game for the n × n Magic Square as follows. Consider an n × n matrix with {0, 1}-entries
not known to the referee. The referee chooses one row or column randomly and uniformly. Then he assigns the
n cells on the chosen row or column to the n players one-to-one randomly and uniformly, and queries the content
of each cell to the corresponding player. Every player answers either 0 or 1. The players win if and only if the
sum of the n answers is even, except that, when the referee chose the column n, the players win if and only if the
sum of the n answers is odd. We call this game the n-player Magic Square game and denote MSn.
We consider a variant of this game. Let L = (L jk) be a Latin square of order n. That is, L jk ∈ {1, . . . , n} and
every row or column contains 1, . . . , n exactly once. We define the n-player Magic Square game with assignment
L, denoted MSn(L), as follows. The referee chooses one row or column randomly and uniformly. Then he
queries the contents of the n cells on the chosen row or column to the n players, but this time he assigns the cells
to the players according to L: the referee asks the L jk-th player the content of the cell at row j, column k. The
rest is the same.
It is easy to verify that wc(MSn) = wc(MSn(L)) = 1−1/(2n) for any Latin squares L, and this classical bound
corresponds to a sequence of Bell inequalities. The Bell inequality corresponding to the two-player Magic
Square game with an assignment is known as the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt (CHSH) inequality [4], and the
maximum winning probability wq(MS2(L)) = wcom(MS2(L)) = (2 +
√
2)/4 ≈ 0.85 for entangled players and
even commuting-operator players follows from the quantum version of the CHSH inequality called Tsirelson’s
bound [16].
The following theorem states that an upper bound for the value of the game MSn(L) is also valid for MSn.
Theorem 11. For any Latin square L of order n, wq(MSn) ≤ wq(MSn(L)) and wcom(MSn) ≤ wcom(MSn(L)).
Proof. First we prove that wq(MSn) ≤ wq(MSn(L)). Consider an arbitrary entangled strategy S in the game MSn.
We construct an entangled strategy S ′ in the game MSn(L) with the same winning probability as S .
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Let |ϕ〉 ∈ H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn be the state shared by the players in S . Without loss of generality, we assume that
H1 = · · · = Hn. In S ′, the players share the state
|ϕ′〉 = 1√
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
Uσ|ϕ〉 ⊗ |σ(1)〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |σ(n)〉 ∈ (H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn) ⊗ (Cn)⊗n  (H1 ⊗ Cn) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Hn ⊗ Cn),
where Sn is the symmetric group on {1, . . . , n} and Uσ is the unitary operator on H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Hn defined by
Uσ(|ϕ1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕn〉) = |ϕσ(1)〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕσ(n)〉. Every player i holds the part of |ϕ′〉 corresponding to the space
Hi ⊗ Cn. When asked the content of the cell at row j, column k, the player i = L jk measures the Cn-part of |ϕ′〉
in the computational basis to obtain the value of σ(i), and acts like the player σ(i) in S . This achieves the same
winning probability as S .
The inequality wcom(MSn) ≤ wcom(MSn(L)) can be proved similarly. Let S be a commuting-operator strategy
in MSn. Let |ϕ〉 ∈ H be the state shared by the players in S , and M(i)jk = (M(i)jk,a)a∈{0,1} be the POVM measured
by player i when he is asked the content of the cell at row j, column k. Now we consider Cn! as a Hilbert space
spanned by an orthonormal basis {|σ〉 | σ ∈ Sn}. In a strategy S ′ for MSn(L), the commuting-operator players
share the state
|ϕ〉 ⊗ 1√
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
|σ〉 ∈ H ⊗ Cn!.
When asked the content of the cell at row j, column k, the player i = L jk measures |ϕ′〉 according to the POVM
N(i)jk,a =
∑
σ∈Sn
M(σ(i))jk,a ⊗ |σ〉〈σ|.
Note that if L jk = i , i′ = L j′k′ , then N(i)jk,a and N
(i′)
j′k′,a′ commute as required in the commuting-operator model
since [
N(i)jk,a,N
(i′)
j′k′,a′
]
=
∑
σ∈Sn
[
M(σ(i))jk,a , M
(σ(i′))
j′k′,a′
]
⊗ |σ〉〈σ| = 0. 
4.2 A strategy for entangled players
Theorem 12. There exists an entangled strategy in the n-player Magic Square game with winning probability
(1 + cos(pi/(2n)))/2. That is, wq(MSn) ≥ (1 + cos(pi/(2n)))/2.
We define an n-qubit pure state |ϕn〉 ∈ (C2)⊗n as
|ϕn〉 = 12(n−1)/2
( ∑
x∈{0,1}n
W(x)≡0 mod 4
|x〉 −
∑
x∈{0,1}n
W(x)≡2 mod 4
|x〉
)
,
where W(x) is the number of 1’s in x ∈ {0, 1}n.
We denote by Zθ the ±1-valued observable represented by the 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix
Zθ =
(
cos θ sin θ
sin θ − cos θ
)
=
(
cos(θ/2) − sin(θ/2)
sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2)
) (
1 0
0 −1
) (
cos(θ/2) sin(θ/2)
− sin(θ/2) cos(θ/2)
)
.
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The n players share the n-qubit state |ϕn〉, one qubit for each player. When asked the content of the cell at
row j, column k, the player measures the observable Zθ jk , where
θ jk =

0 if 1 ≤ j, k ≤ n − 1,
pi/(2n) if 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, k = n,
−pi/(2n) if j = n, 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1,
pi/2 if j = k = n,
and answers 0 (resp. 1) if the measured value is +1 (resp. −1).
To prove the players win with probability (1 + cos(pi/(2n)))/2, we prepare the following lemma.
Lemma 13. Let n ≥ 1 and θ1, . . . , θn ∈ R, and let |ϕn〉 and Zθ as defined above. Let M = Zθ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Zθn . Then,
〈ϕn|M|ϕn〉 = cos(θ1 + · · · + θn).
Proof. Let
|ϕ′n〉 =
1
2(n−1)/2
( ∑
x∈{0,1}n
W(x)≡1 mod 4
|x〉 −
∑
x∈{0,1}n
W(x)≡3 mod 4
|x〉
)
.
We actually prove the following stronger statement:
〈ϕn|M|ϕn〉 = −〈ϕ′n|M|ϕ′n〉 = cos(θ1 + · · · + θn),
〈ϕn|M|ϕ′n〉 = 〈ϕ′n|M|ϕn〉 = sin(θ1 + · · · + θn).
The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 1 holds by the definition of Zθ1 . If n > 1, note that
|ϕn〉 = 1√
2
(|ϕn−1〉 ⊗ |0〉 − |ϕ′n−1〉 ⊗ |1〉),
|ϕ′n〉 =
1√
2
(|ϕ′n−1〉 ⊗ |0〉 + |ϕn−1〉 ⊗ |1〉).
Let N = Zθ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Zθn−1 . Then,
〈ϕn|M|ϕn〉 = 12
(〈ϕn−1|N|ϕn−1〉〈0|Zθn |0〉 + 〈ϕ′n−1|N|ϕ′n−1〉〈1|Zθn |1〉
− 〈ϕn−1|N|ϕ′n−1〉〈0|Zθn |1〉 − 〈ϕ′n−1|N|ϕn−1〉〈1|Zθn |0〉
)
= cos(θ1 + · · · + θn−1) cos θn − sin(θ1 + · · · + θn−1) sin θn
= cos(θ1 + · · · + θn−1 + θn).
The other three equalities are proved similarly. 
It is easy to verify that
∑
k θ jk = pi/(2n) for every row j. Similarly,
∑
j θ jk = −pi/(2n) for every k , n,
and
∑
j θ jn = pi − pi/(2n). By Lemma 13, the expected value of the product of the n measurement results is
cos(pi/(2n)), except that, when the referee chose the column n, the expected value of the product is cos(pi −
pi/(2n)) = − cos(pi/(2n)). This means that the players win with probability (1 + cos pi2n )/2 for every query.
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4.3 Optimality of the strategy
We prove Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 in this section. We use the following lemma to prove Theorem 1.
Lemma 14. Let H be a Hilbert space, |ϕ〉 ∈ H be a unit vector, and A, B be unitary operators on H . (We do not
assume that A and B commute.) Let α = 〈ϕ|A|ϕ〉 and β = 〈ϕ|B|ϕ〉. Then
∣∣∣〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 − αβ∣∣∣ ≤ √1 − |α|2 √1 − |β|2.
Proof. If |β| = 1, then B|ϕ〉 = β|ϕ〉 and the statement is trivial. In the rest of the proof, we assume that |β| < 1.
Let
|ψ〉 = B|ϕ〉 − β|ϕ〉√
1 − |β|2
.
Then 〈ϕ|ψ〉 = 0 and 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1. It follows that 〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 = 〈ϕ|A(β|ϕ〉 +
√
1 − |β|2 |ψ〉) = αβ + 〈ϕ|A|ψ〉
√
1 − |β|2.
Let |ξ〉 = A∗|ϕ〉. Since 〈ϕ|ψ〉 = 0, we have
∣∣∣〈ξ|ϕ〉∣∣∣2 + ∣∣∣〈ξ|ψ〉∣∣∣2 ≤ 1. Note that 〈ξ|ϕ〉 = 〈ϕ|A|ϕ〉 = α. It follows that∣∣∣〈ϕ|A|ψ〉∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣〈ξ|ψ〉∣∣∣2 ≤ 1 − |α|2. Hence ∣∣∣〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 − αβ∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣〈ϕ|A|ψ〉∣∣∣2(1 − |β|2) ≤ (1 − |α|2)(1 − |β|2). 
Corollary 15. Let H , |ϕ〉, A, B, α and β be as defined in Lemma 14. Suppose α ∈ R, α = cos θ, ℜβ = cos θ′
with 0 ≤ θ, θ′ ≤ pi, where ℜ denotes the real part. Then cos(θ + θ′) ≤ ℜ〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 ≤ cos(θ − θ′).
Proof. By Lemma 14, ∣∣∣ℜ〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 − αℜ(β)∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣ℜ(〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 − αβ)∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 − αβ∣∣∣
≤
√
1 − α2
√
1 − |β|2
≤
√
1 − α2
√
1 − (ℜβ)2,
which implies
αℜ(β) −
√
1 − α2
√
1 − (ℜβ)2 ≤ ℜ〈ϕ|AB|ϕ〉 ≤ αℜ(β) +
√
1 − α2
√
1 − (ℜβ)2.
The statement follows from the facts that α = cos θ, ℜβ = cos θ′ and sin θ, sin θ′ ≥ 0. 
Corollary 16. Let |ϕ〉 be a unit vector in a Hilbert space H , let A1, . . . , An be Hermitian operators on H with
A2i = I, and let 〈ϕ|Ai|ϕ〉 = cos θi with 0 ≤ θi ≤ pi. If θ1+· · ·+θn < pi, thenℜ〈ϕ|A1 · · ·An|ϕ〉 ≥ cos(θ1+· · ·+θn) > −1.
Proof. Use Corollary 15 repeatedly. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For notational convenience, the index j in X(i)j is interpreted in modulo n. Let |ϕ〉 be the
quantum state shared by the n parties, and Z = ∑nj=1 M j+∑n−1k=1 Nk−Nn. We prove 〈Z〉 = 〈ϕ|Z|ϕ〉 ≤ 2n cos(pi/(2n)).
Let P =
∏n
j=1 M jNn+1− j = M1NnM2Nn−1 · · · MnN1. We prove that P = I. For i = 0, . . . , n − 1, let
Pi =
n∏
j=1
X(i)j X
(i)
n+1− j−i = X
(i)
1 X
(i)
n−iX
(i)
2 X
(i)
n−1−i · · · X(i)n X(i)1−i.
Note that P = P0P1 · · ·Pn−1, since X(i)j and X(i
′)
j′ commute whenever i , i
′ by assumption.
Fix any i with 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We define Y2 j−1 = X(i)j and Y2 j = X(i)n+1− j−i. Note that Pi = Y1Y2 · · · Y2n. By
calculation, it can be verified that Yn−i+1−k = Yn−i+k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− i. Since Y2j = I for all 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n, this implies
that Y1Y2 · · ·Y2(n−i) = Y1(Y2 · · · (Yn−iYn−i+1) · · · Y2(n−i)−1)Y2(n−i) = I. Similarly, the equation Y2n−i+1−k = Y2n−i+k
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for 1 ≤ k ≤ i implies that Y2(n−i)+1 · · ·Y2n = I. Therefore Pi = (Y1 · · · Y2(n−i))(Y2(n−i)+1 · · ·Y2n) = I. This
concludes that P = P0 · · · Pn−1 = I.
Let 〈ϕ|M j|ϕ〉 = cos θ j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 〈ϕ|Nk|ϕ〉 = cos θ′k for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, and −〈ϕ|Nn|ϕ〉 = cos θ′n with
0 ≤ θ j, θ′k ≤ pi. Since M1(−Nn)M2Nn−1M3Nn−2 · · · MnN1 = −P = −I, it holds that
∑n
j=1 θ j +
∑n
k=1 θ
′
k ≥ pi by
Corollary 16. As is shown in the following Lemma 17, 〈ϕ|Z|ϕ〉 ≤ 2n cos(pi/(2n)) subject to this constraint, which
establishes Theorem 1. 
Lemma 17. Let n ≥ 1, 0 ≤ θ1, . . . , θn ≤ pi and θ1 + · · · + θn ≥ pi. Then cos θ1 + · · · + cos θn ≤ n cos(pi/n).
Proof. Since the function cos θ is decreasing in the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi, we may assume that θ1 + · · · + θn = pi. The
statement is trivial for n ≤ 2. We assume n ≥ 3 for the rest of the proof.
First consider the case where 0 ≤ θ1, . . . , θn ≤ pi/2. In this case, since the function cos θ is concave in the
range 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2, it follows that cos θ1 + · · · + cos θn ≤ n cos(pi/n).
Next consider the case where for some i, θi > pi/2. Without loss of generality, we assume that θ1 > pi/2.
Then, again from the concavity of the function cos θ in the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi/2, it follows that cos θ2+· · ·+cos θn ≤
(n − 1) cos((pi − θ1)/(n − 1)). Since cos θ1 + (n − 1) cos((pi − θ1)/(n − 1)) is decreasing in the range pi/2 ≤ θ1 ≤ pi,
cos θ1 + · · · + cos θn ≤ cos θ1 + (n − 1) cos pi − θ1
n − 1
< cos
pi
2
+ (n − 1) cos pi
2(n − 1) < n cos
pi
n
. 
To prove Corollary 3, we consider the n-player Magic Square game with the assignment L defined as L =
(L jk) with L jk ≡ k − j mod n. We refer to this Latin square as the cyclic Latin square of order n, and this game
as the n-player Magic Square game with the cyclic assignment.
Proof of Corollary 3. Note that the inequality (1) is equivalent to the claim that wcom(MSn(L)) ≤ (1 + cos pi2n )/2
for the cyclic Latin square L. Therefore, Corollary 3 follows from Theorems 1, 11 and 12. 
We note that Theorem 1 includes the following inequality proved by Wehner [18] as special cases.
Theorem 18 (Wehner [18]). Let H = H1 ⊗ H2 be a Hilbert space consisting of two subsystems, and let |ϕ〉 ∈
H be a state. Let n ≥ 1, and let X1, . . . , Xn be ±1-valued observables on H1 and Y1, . . . , Yn be ±1-valued
observables on H2. Then,
n∑
j=1
〈X jY j〉 +
n−1∑
j=1
〈X j+1Y j〉 − 〈X1Yn〉 ≤ 2n cos pi2n . (2)
Proof. In the inequality (1), let X(0)j = I ⊗ Y j, X(n−1)j = X j ⊗ I, and X(i)j = I ⊗ I for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. Then the
inequality (1) is exactly the same as the inequality (2). 
The equality in (2) is achievable [14]. This gives another proof of wq(MSn(L)) ≥ (1+ cos pi2n )/2 for the cyclic
Latin square L (but not of wq(MSn) ≥ (1 + cos pi2n )/2).
Remark 1. For some games G, an upper bound on wq(G) is obtained from an upper bound on the no-signaling
value wns(G) of G, which can be characterized by linear programming and often easier to compute than wq(G).
This is not the case for Corollary 3 since wns(MSn) = 1. This follows from the result by Barrett and Pironio [2,
Theorem 1]: for any game G = (pi,V) where the predicate V does not depend on the individual answers from
the players but only on the XOR of all the answers, there exists a no-signaling strategy with winning probability
one.
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Remark 2. We say two Latin squares of order n are equivalent if one is obtained from the other by swapping
rows, swapping columns, relabelling the elements, and/or transposing. For n ≥ 4, Latin squares of order n is not
unique up to this symmetry. For n = 4, there are two inequivalent Latin squares:
L =
1 2 3 4
4 1 2 3
3 4 1 2
2 3 4 1
, L′ =
1 2 3 4
2 1 4 3
3 4 1 2
4 3 2 1
.
The first Latin square L is cyclic, but the second Latin square L′ is not. The proof of Corollary 3 depends
on the actual assignment of cells to the provers and it is not applicable to L′. It can be verified by exhaustive
search that for L′, the product of the matrices M1, M2, M3, M4,N1,N2,N3,N4 in any order where each of the
eight matrices appears exactly once is not equal to −I for general matrices A jk.
5 Three-prover proof system based on three-query PCP
5.1 Construction of proof system
Let L ∈ naPCP1,s(n)(r(n), 3). We construct a three-prover one-round interactive proof system for L as follows.
First, the verifier acts like the PCP verifier except that, instead of reading the q1th, q2th and q3th bits of the proof,
he writes down the three numbers q1, q2, q3. Next, he performs either consistency test or PCP simulation test
each with probability 1/2. In the consistency test, the verifier chooses q ∈ {q1, q2, q3} each with probability 1/3,
and sends q to the three provers. He accepts if and only if the three answers coincide. In the PCP simulation
test, he sends q1, q2, q3 to the three different provers randomly. He interprets the answers from the provers as the
q1th, q2th and q3th bits in the proof, and accepts or rejects just as the PCP verifier would do.
This interactive proof system clearly achieves perfect completeness with honest provers answering the asked
bit in the proof. In the rest of this section, we will show that the soundness acceptance probability of this
interactive proof system with any commuting-operator provers is at most 1 − (1/384)(1 − s(n))2 · 2−2r(n).
Our soundness analysis to prove Theorem 4 shows that for any commuting-operator strategy with high ac-
ceptance probability, there exists a cheating proof string for the underlying PCP system. The construction of the
cheating proof string is similar to the construction of unentangled strategy used in [11].
We note that without the consistency test, the entangled provers can sometimes cheat with certainty. An
example is the well-known GHZ-game, which corresponds to an unsatisfiable boolean formula f = (x1 ⊕ x3 ⊕
x5) ∧ (x1 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x6) ∧ (x2 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x6) ∧ (x2 ⊕ x4 ⊕ x5), where ⊕ denotes the exclusive OR.
5.2 Impossibility of perfect cheating
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 4, we first give a much simpler proof of the fact that entangled or
even commuting-operator provers cannot cheat with certainty in the interactive proof system constructed in the
previous subsection if x < L. Such impossibility of perfect cheating was originally proved in a preliminary work
by Sun, Yao and Preda [15] with a different proof. This paper gives a simpler proof of this fact.
Assume that there exists a commuting-operator strategy for perfect cheating. We prove that such a strategy
essentially satisfies the condition stated in Lemma 9. Precisely speaking, we define a “good” subspace H ′ of H
containing the shared quantum state such that the restrictions of the POVM operators to H ′ pairwise commute.
Let |Ψ〉 ∈ H be the state shared by the three provers, and M(i)q = (M(i)q,a)a∈{0,1} be the PVM measured by prover
i for question q. Because the strategy by the provers is accepted with certainty, it must pass the consistency test
in particular. This means that 〈Ψ|M(i)q,0M(i
′)
q,0 |Ψ〉 + 〈Ψ|M(i)q,1M(i
′)
q,1 |Ψ〉 = 1 for i , i′ and all q ∈ Q, or equivalently,
M(1)q,a|Ψ〉 = M(2)q,a|Ψ〉 = M(3)q,a|Ψ〉 (3)
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for all q ∈ Q and a ∈ {0, 1}.
Let H ′ be the subspace of H spanned by vectors obtained from |Ψ〉 by applying zero or more of M(i)q,a for any
times and in any order.
Claim 1. If |ϕ〉 ∈ H ′, then M(1)q,a|ϕ〉 = M(2)q,a|ϕ〉 = M(3)q,a|ϕ〉.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number k of operators applied to |Ψ〉 to obtain |ϕ〉.
The case of k = 0 is by assumption. If k > 0, then |ϕ〉 = M|ξ〉 with M ∈ {M(1)q′,a′ , M(2)q′,a′ , M(3)q′,a′} for some
q′ and a′, and |ξ〉 is obtained by applying M(i)q,a for k − 1 times to |Ψ〉. By the induction hypothesis, |ϕ〉 =
M(1)q′,a′ |ξ〉 = M(2)q′,a′ |ξ〉 = M(3)q′,a′ |ξ〉. Therefore, M(1)q,a|ϕ〉 = M(2)q,a|ϕ〉 since M(1)q,a|ϕ〉 = M(1)q,aM(3)q′,a′ |ξ〉 = M(3)q′,a′M(1)q,a|ξ〉 =
M(3)q′,a′ M
(2)
q,a|ξ〉 = M(2)q,aM(3)q′,a′ |ξ〉 = M(2)q,a|ϕ〉, here we use the fact that M(i)q,a and M(i
′)
q′,a′ commute whenever i , i
′
. The
equation M(2)q,a|ϕ〉 = M(3)q,a|ϕ〉 is proved similarly. 
Claim 2. The 6n projectors M(i)q,a pairwise commute on H ′.
Proof. Let |ϕ〉 ∈ H ′. By Claim 1, M(1)q,aM(1)q′,a′ |ϕ〉 = M(1)q,aM(3)q′,a′ |ϕ〉 = M(3)q′,a′ M(1)q,a|ϕ〉 = M(3)q′,a′ M(2)q,a|ϕ〉 =
M(2)q,aM
(3)
q′,a′ |ϕ〉 = M(2)q,aM(1)q′,a′ |ϕ〉 = M(1)q′,a′M(2)q,a|ϕ〉 = M(1)q′,a′M(1)q,a|ϕ〉. The equations M(2)q,aM(2)q′,a′ |ϕ〉 = M(2)q′,a′M(2)q,a|ϕ〉
and M(3)q,aM(3)q′,a′ |ϕ〉 = M(3)q′,a′ M(3)q,a|ϕ〉 are proved similarly. 
Note that |Ψ〉 ∈ H ′ and that H ′ is invariant under each M(i)q,a. This means that we could use H ′ instead of H
in the first place. By Claim 2, these 6n operators are pairwise commuting Hermitian operators when restricted
to H ′. By Lemma 9, there exists a classical strategy achieving the same acceptance probability 1, and therefore
the original PCP is accepted with certainty. This means that if x < L, the commuting-operator provers cannot
achieve perfect cheating.
Remark 3. A statement analogous to Claim 2 does not hold if there are only two provers. For example, let
|Ψ〉 = (|01〉 − |10〉)/√2 ∈ C2 ⊗ C2. Let M1, M2 be arbitrary Hermitian projectors on C2 such that M1 and M2 do
not commute, and let M(1)q,1 = Mq ⊗ I, M(2)q,1 = I ⊗ (I − Mq) for q = 1, 2. Then M(1)q,a|Ψ〉 = M(2)q,a|Ψ〉 for q ∈ {1, 2} and
a ∈ {0, 1} whereas M(1)1,aM(1)2,a′ |Ψ〉 , M(1)2,a′M(1)1,a|Ψ〉.
5.3 Proof of Theorem 4
In the case of imperfect cheating, the equalities in (3) hold only approximately, and we cannot define a “good”
subspace H ′ as in the case of perfect cheating. Instead, we will prove that an approximate version of the equation
(3) implies that measurements M(i)q are almost commuting on the shared state |Ψ〉.
Kempe, Kobayashi, Matsumoto, Toner and Vidick [11] prove soundness of their classical three-prover inter-
active proof system by comparing the behavior of the first and second provers in an arbitrary entangled strategy
to that in the strategy modified as follows: instead of measuring the answer to the asked question, the two provers
always measure the answers to all possible questions and just send back the answer to the asked question. This
modification makes the behavior classical. The key in their proof is that if the third prover answers consistently
with high probability, the measurements performed by the first and second provers do not disturb the reduced
state shared by them so much (Claim 20 in [11]), and the modification above does not decrease the acceptance
probability so much.
We will use a similar idea when constructing a proof string for the original PCP system, but instead of the
non-disturbance property, we use the fact that all the POVMs almost commute on |Ψ〉. This modification of the
proof technique seems necessary because taking partial trace is meaningless in the commuting-operator model.
The following lemma is the key to bound the difference between two POVMs applied to states other than
|Ψ〉.
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Lemma 19. Let ρ be a density matrix, and M = (Mi)vi=1 and N = (Ni)vi=1 be POVMs. Let
λ =
1
2
v∑
i=1
tr ρ(
√
Mi −
√
Ni)2 = 1 −
v∑
i=1
tr ρ
√
Mi
√
Ni +
√
Ni
√
Mi
2
,
∆ =
v∑
i=1
∥∥∥√Miρ√Mi − √Niρ√Ni∥∥∥tr.
Then ∆ ≤ 2√2λ.
Proof. Let Xi =
√
Mi and Yi =
√
Ni. First we prove the case where ρ is a pure state: ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|. We define
vectors x, y, z ∈ Rv by xi = ‖Xi|Ψ〉‖, yi = ‖Yi|Ψ〉‖, and zi = ‖(Xi − Yi)|Ψ〉‖. By using these vectors, ∆ can be
bounded as ∆ ≤ (x + y) · z, since
∆ =
v∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Xi − Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Yi + Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Yi − Yi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Yi∥∥∥∥
tr
≤
v∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Xi − Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Yi∥∥∥∥
tr
+
∥∥∥∥Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Yi − Yi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Yi∥∥∥∥
tr
)
=
v∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Ψ〉〈Ψ|(Xi − Yi)∥∥∥∥
tr
+
∥∥∥∥(Xi − Yi)|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Yi∥∥∥∥
tr
)
≤
v∑
i=1
(∥∥∥∥Xi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|∥∥∥ + ∥∥∥∥Yi|Ψ〉〈Ψ|∥∥∥∥) ∥∥∥∥(Xi − Yi)|Ψ〉〈Ψ|∥∥∥∥
tr
=
v∑
i=1
(
‖Xi|Ψ〉‖ + ‖Yi|Ψ〉‖
)∥∥∥∥(Xi − Yi)|Ψ〉∥∥∥∥
= (x + y) · z.
Note that x is a unit vector since
‖x‖2 =
v∑
i=1
‖Xi|Ψ〉‖2 = 〈Ψ|
( v∑
i=1
Mi
)
|Ψ〉 = ‖|Ψ〉‖2 = 1,
and similarly ‖y‖2 = 1. Moreover,
‖z‖2 =
v∑
i=1
‖(Xi − Yi)|Ψ〉‖2 = 2λ.
Therefore, ∆ ≤ (x + y) · z ≤ ‖x + y‖ ‖z‖ ≤ 2√2λ.
If ρ is a mixed state, decompose ρ to a convex combination of pure states: ρ = ∑nj=1 p jρ j. Let
λ j =
1
2
v∑
i=1
tr ρ j(Xi − Yi)2,
∆ j =
v∑
i=1
‖Xiρ jXi − Yiρ jYi‖.
Then,
∆ ≤
n∑
j=1
p j∆ j ≤
n∑
j=1
p j · 2
√
2λ j ≤ 2
√
2λ. 
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We fix an input x < L. Let Q ⊆ Z>0 be the set of indices of the bits in a proof string which are queried
by the PCP verifier with nonzero probability, and N be the maximum of the elements of Q. Note that |Q| ≤
3 · 2r. Let pi(q1, q2, q3) be the probability with which the PCP verifier reads the q1th, q2th and q3th bits in the
proof at the same time (∑q1,q2,q3∈Q pi(q1, q2, q3) = 1). Without loss of generality, we assume that pi(q1, q2, q3) is
symmetric and that pi(q1, q2, q3) = 0 if q1, q2, q3 are not all distinct. For q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q and a1, a2, a3 ∈ {0, 1},
let V(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) = 1 if the PCP verifier accepts when he asks the q1th, q2th and q3th bits in the proof
and receives the corresponding answers a1, a2 and a3, and V(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) = 0 otherwise. For q ∈ Q, let
piq =
∑
q2 ,q3∈Q pi(q, q2, q3) =
∑
q1,q3∈Q pi(q1, q, q3) =
∑
q1 ,q2∈Q pi(q1, q2, q). For simplicity, we let piq = 0 for q < Q.
Consider an arbitrary commuting-operator strategy for the constructed three-prover one-round interactive
proof system, and let w be its acceptance probability. By Lemma 10, we can assume that this strategy is symmet-
ric without loss of generality. Let |Ψ〉 be the quantum state shared by the provers. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 and q ∈ Q, let
M(i)q = (M(i)q,0, M(i)q,1) be the PVM measured by the ith prover when asked the qth bit in the proof. For simplicity,
we let M(i)q,0 = I and M
(i)
q,1 = 0 for q < Q. Then, when asked the q1th, q2th and q3th bits in the proof, the provers
answer a1, a2, a3 ∈ {0, 1} with probability
Pcom(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) =
∥∥∥∥M(1)q1,a1 M(2)q2,a2 M(3)q3,a3 |Ψ〉∥∥∥∥2 .
Because the strategy is symmetric, it holds that 〈Ψ|M(1)q,aM(2)q,a|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|M(2)q,aM(3)q,a|Ψ〉 = 〈Ψ|M(3)q,aM(1)q,a|Ψ〉. Let
λq = 1 −
∑
a∈{0,1}
〈Ψ|M(1)q,aM(2)q,a|Ψ〉
= 1 −
∑
a∈{0,1}
〈Ψ|M(2)q,aM(3)q,a|Ψ〉
= 1 −
∑
a∈{0,1}
〈Ψ|M(3)q,aM(1)q,a|Ψ〉.
Note that λq = 0 for q < Q. Now we can write w as w = (wcons + wsim)/2, where
wcons =
∑
q∈Q
piq
(
Pcom(0, 0, 0 | q, q, q) + Pcom(1, 1, 1 | q, q, q)
)
=
∑
q∈Q
piq
(
〈Ψ|M(1)q,0M(2)q,0M(3)q,0|Ψ〉 + 〈Ψ|M(1)q,1M(2)q,1M(3)q,1|Ψ〉
)
=
∑
q∈Q
piq
∑
a∈{0,1}(〈Ψ|M(1)q,aM(2)q,a|Ψ〉 + 〈Ψ|M(2)q,aM(3)q,a|Ψ〉 + 〈Ψ|M(3)q,aM(1)q,a|Ψ〉) − 1
2
= 1 − 3
2
∑
q∈Q
piqλq,
wsim =
∑
q1,q2,q3∈Q
pi(q1, q2, q3)
∑
a1 ,a2,a3∈{0,1}
Pcom(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3)V(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3).
Since piq ≥ 1/(3 · 2r) for all q ∈ Q, we have
wcons ≤ 1 − 12 · 2r
∑
q∈Q
λq. (4)
We construct a random proof string y = y1 · · · yN according to the probability distribution
Pr(y1, . . . , yN) =
∥∥∥∥M(i)N,yN · · · M(i)1,y1 |Ψ〉
∥∥∥∥2 .
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Note that the value of the right-hand side does not depend on the choice of i because of the symmetry. For
distinct q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q and for a1, a2, a3 ∈ {0, 1}, the joint probability of the events yq1 = a1, yq2 = a2, yq3 = a3 is
given by
Pc(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) =
∑
y∈{0,1}N
yq1=a1 ,yq2=a2,yq3=a3
Pr(y1, . . . , yN).
By the soundness condition of the PCP system,∑
q1,q2,q3∈Q
pi(q1, q2, q3)
∑
a1,a2,a3∈{0,1}
Pc(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3)V(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) ≤ s.
We will prove that if wcons is large, then the difference between Pcom and Pc is not large and therefore wsim
is not much larger than s.
For a1, a2, a3 ∈ {0, 1} and distinct q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q, let
P′(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) = ‖M(i)q′1,a′1 M
(i)
q′2,a
′
2
M(i)q′3,a′3
|Ψ〉‖2,
where {(a′1, q′1), (a′2, q′2), (a′3, q′3)} = {(a1, q1), (a2, q2), (a3, q3)} and q′1 < q′2 < q′3. Again the value of the right-
hand side does not depend on the choice of i.
Claim 1. For distinct q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q,
∑
a1 ,a2,a3∈{0,1}
|Pc(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) − P′(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3)| ≤
max{q1,q2,q3}∑
q=1
2
√
2λq.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that 1 ≤ q1 < q2 < q3 ≤ N. Let l = q3. We prove the claim
by hybrid argument. To do this, we shall define probability distributions p0, . . . , pl on {0, 1}l such that p0 and
pl are related to Pc and P′, respectively. For 1 ≤ q ≤ l, we define iq as iq = 1 if q ∈ {q1, q2, q3} and iq = 2
otherwise. Note that M(iq)q,a commutes with M(3)q′,a′ for all 1 ≤ q′ ≤ l and a′ ∈ {0, 1} in either case.1 For 0 ≤ q ≤ l
and y ∈ {0, 1}l, let
pq(y) = ‖M(i1)1,y1 M
(i2)
2,y2 · · · M
(iq)
q,yq M
(3)
l,yl M
(3)
l−1,yl−1 · · · M
(3)
q+1,yq+1 |Ψ〉‖
2.
For a1, a2, a3 ∈ {0, 1}, ∑
y∈{0,1}l
yq1=a1 ,yq2=a2 ,yq3=a3
p0(y) = Pc(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3),
∑
y∈{0,1}l
yq1=a1 ,yq2=a2,yq3=a3
pl(y) = ‖M(1)q1,a1 M(1)q2,a2 M(1)q3,a3 |Ψ〉‖2 = P′(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3).
Let 1 ≤ q ≤ l. By Lemma 19, we have∑
yq∈{0,1}
∥∥∥M(3)q,yq |Ψ〉〈Ψ|M(3)q,yq − M(iq)q,yq |Ψ〉〈Ψ|M(iq)q,yq∥∥∥tr ≤ 2
√
2λq.
Since the trace distance between two states is an upper bound on the statistical difference between the probability
distributions resulting from making the same measurement on the two states,∑
y∈{0,1}l
∣∣∣‖M(i1)1,y1 · · · M(iq−1)q−1,yq−1 M(3)l,yl · · · M(3)q+1,yq+1 M(3)q,yq |Ψ〉‖2 − ‖M(i1)1,y1 · · · M(iq−1)q−1,yq−1 M(3)l,yl · · · M(3)q+1,yq+1 M(iq)q,yq |Ψ〉‖2∣∣∣ ≤ 2
√
2λq,
1This argument is the reason why we need three provers.
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or equivalently, ∑
y∈{0,1}l
|pq−1(y) − pq(y)| ≤ 2
√
2λq.
Summing up this inequality for 1 ≤ q ≤ l, we obtain
∑
y∈{0,1}l
|p0(y) − pl(y)| ≤
l∑
q=1
2
√
2λq
by the triangle inequality, or equivalently,
∑
a1,a2,a3∈{0,1}
∑
y∈{0,1}l
yq1=a1,yq2=a2 ,yq3=a3
|p0(y) − pl(y)| ≤
l∑
q=1
2
√
2λq.
The claim follows by moving the summation over y inside the absolute value by using the triangle inequality. 
Claim 2. For distinct q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q,2∑
a1,a2,a3∈{0,1}
|P′(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) − Pcom(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3)| ≤ 2
√
2λq1 + 2
√
2λq2 + 2
√
2λq3 .
Proof. If q1 < q2 < q3, sum up the two inequalities∑
a1 ,a2,a3∈{0,1}
∣∣∣‖M(1)q1,a1 M(1)q2,a2 M(1)q3,a3 |Ψ〉‖2 − ‖M(1)q1,a1 M(1)q2,a2 M(3)q3,a3 |Ψ〉‖2∣∣∣ ≤ 2√2λq3 ,
∑
a1 ,a2,a3∈{0,1}
∣∣∣‖M(3)q3,a3 M(1)q1,a1 M(1)q2,a2 |Ψ〉‖2 − ‖M(3)q3,a3 M(1)q1,a1 M(2)q2,a2 |Ψ〉‖2∣∣∣ ≤ 2√2λq2 ,
each of which follows from Lemma 19, and use the triangle inequality. The other cases are proved similarly,
where we use P′(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) = ‖M(i)q1,a1 M(i)q2,a2 M(i)q3,a3 |Ψ〉‖2 with i such that qi is the smallest in q1, q2, q3.

By Claims 1 and 2, for any distinct q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q,∑
a1,a2,a3∈{0,1}
|Pc(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3) − Pcom(a1, a2, a3 | q1, q2, q3)|
≤ 2
√
2λq1 + 2
√
2λq2 + 2
√
2λq3 +
max{q1,q2,q3}∑
q=1
2
√
2λq
≤ 4
√
2
∑
q∈Q
√
λq.
Therefore,
|wsim − s| ≤ 4
√
2
∑
q∈Q
√
λq ≤ 4
√
2
√
|Q|
∑
q∈Q
λq ≤ 4
√
2
√
2 · 2r |Q|(1 − wcons) ≤ 8
√
3 · 2r
√
1 − wcons,
2Actually, we can omit the term 2
√
2λqi from the right-hand side of the inequality, where qi = min{q1, q2, q3}.
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where the third inequality follows from the inequality (4) and the last inequality follows from the fact |Q| ≤ 3 ·2r .
This implies3
8
√
6 · 2r
√
1 − w = 8
√
3 · 2r
√
(1 − wsim) + (1 − wcons) ≥ 1 − wsim + 8
√
3 · 2r
√
1 − wcons ≥ 1 − s,
or equivalently 1 − w ≥ (1/384)(1 − s)2 · 2−2r .
5.4 The two-prover case
Finally, the result by Cleve, Høyer, Toner and Watrous [6] essentially implies that it is efficiently decidable
whether the entangled value of a given two-player one-round binary-answer game is equal to one or not. This
proves Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 7. (i) For a two-player one-round binary-answer game G, wq(G) = 1 if and only if wc(G) =
1 [6, Theorem 5.12]. Therefore, the problem of deciding whether wq(G) = 1 or not is equivalent to a
problem of deciding whether wc(G) = 1 or not. Since G is two-player and binary-answer, testing whether
wc(G) = 1 or not can be cast as an instance of the 2SAT problem, and it is solvable in time polynomial in
the number of questions.
(ii) This part follows from (i) since any classical two-prover one-round binary interactive proof system with
entangled provers involves at most exponentially many questions. 
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